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REMARKS ON COMPUTING IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS
G. LUSZTIG
INTRODUCTION

0.1. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group defined over a finite field
Fq and let G(Fq) be the finite group of all Fq-rational points of G.
We would like to present here a strategy for computing the character table
of G(Fq) , under the assumption that p, the characteristic of Fq , is sufficiently
large.
We can assume that G has a simply connected derived group. Indeed, in the
general case, we can find a connected reductive group G with simply connected
derived group, and a surjective homomorphism I: G - G whose kernel is a
central torus such that G and I are defined ov:.r Fq ; then the character table
of G(Fq) can be easily recovered from that of G(Fq)'
Let I be a prime number different from p. We consider the vector space
.s;I of class functions G(Fq) - Q[ .
There are two important bases for .s;I. The first one, denoted Do, is well
understood; it is given by the characteristic functions Ix : G(Fq) - Q[ of the
various G(Fq)-conjugacy classes x (here, Ix takes the value 1 on x and the
value 0 on the complement of x).
The second one, denoted Ao ' consists of the irreducible characters of G( Fq) .
These have been classified in [L3, L 7] in a way which is almost totally unrelated
with the basis Do'
To find the character table of G(Fq) , we must express the basis Do explicitly
in terms of the basis Ao'
0.2. We recall a well-known definition.
Let C be a locally closed, smooth, irreducible subvariety of G which is stable under conjugation by G and is defined over Fq; let g be an irreducible
G-equivariant Qrlocal system on C such that the inverse image F* g of g
under the Frobenius map F : G - G is isomorphic to g . Choose an isomorphism of local systems 7C: g ~ F* g. Let g~ be the intersection cohomology
complex of the closure C of C in G, with coefficients in g. Then 7C extends
naturally to an isomorphism g~ ~ F* g~ ; taking the alternating sum of traces
of the automorphisms induced on the stalks of the cohomology sheaves of gU
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at rational points of C, we obtain a function C(Fq) -> Q, ; extending this by
o on G(Fq) - C(Fq) , we obtain a class function Xe,g',1C: G(Fq) -> Q,.
Let qe = q codim e/2. (For any integer n we denote qn/2 = (ql/2)n where
ql/2 is a fixed square root of 1 in

Q,.)

0.3. Let us take all (C,,w) as above, where C is a (variable) conjugacy class
and ,w is given up to isomorphism.
For each such (C,,w) we choose 7C in 0.2 such that
(a) the induced automorphism 7C c of the stalk ~ at c has finite order for
any C E C(Fq) .
The resulting set of class functions qeXe g' 1C is known to be a basis of s1' .
' ,
We denote this basis by B I .
The transition matrix from the basis BI to the basis Bo is explicitly computable, from the results in [L5, §24] (which complete earlier results of [BS,
SI]).
Thus the task of computing the character table of G(Fq) is equivalent to the
following problem:
(b) find explicitly the transition matrix from the basis BI to the basis AI .
0.4. We want to state two other problems closely related to the problem 0.3(b).
Let % be the centre of G and let %0 be its identity component.
Let (C,,w) be as in 0.2; we assume that C is a single G x %0 -orbit on
G (the action of G is by conjugation, while that of %0 is by translation); we
assume also that ,w is "cuspidal" in the sense of [L5] (this implies in particular
that ,wU is zero on C - C) . Choose 7C as in 0.2 so that the condition 0.3(a) is
satisfied.
The resulting class functions qeX e , g' , 1C are known to be linearly independent. They form a subset B2 of s1' . (When G is semisimple, B2 is a subset
of B I .)
We state the following problems:
(a) express the functions of B2 as explicit linear combinations of functions
in Ao;
(b) find the explicit decomposition in irreducible characters of R~ applied
to a given irreducible character of L(Fq).

(R~ is the process of "twisted induction" (see [DL,Ll]) which attaches a
virtual representation of G(Fq) to any virtual representation of L(Fq) , where
L is a Levi subgroup (defined over Fq) of parabolic subgroups (not necessarily
defined over Fq) ; this is a generalization of the classical induction of characters,
due to Frobenius.)
According to [L8, 9.5], any function in the basis BI can be expressed explicitly in terms of "twisted inductions" R~ applied to functions in the sets B2
attached to various L as above.
This means that problem 0.3(b) (and hence the problem of computing the
character table of G(Fq)) is reduced to problems (a) and (b).
0.5. In the sequel we shall assume that problem O.4(b) is solved. In the case
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where L is a maximal torus, problem O.4(b) was solved in [L3, L7] at the
same time as giving the classification of irreducible characters of G(Fq); the
coefficients in the the decomposition have been expressed there in terms of
certain nonabelian Fourier transforms over some small finite groups. The same
problem for general L has been solved in [A, S2] assuming connected centre;
this assumption should not be necessary.
0.6. We shall assume that G is simply connected, almost simple. (The general
case cannot be formally reduced to this case, but it can be treated by similar
methods.)
It will be convenient to further modify our (partial) basis B 2 • The group
%(Fq) acts naturally on the vector space .91 by (tzf)(g) = j(zg) for all
z E %(Fq) , j E .91 , g E G(Fq). One can normalize the elements of B2 so that
%(Fq) permutes the elements of B2 among themselves.
Let us pick an element b E B2 in each %(Fq)-orbit and let us denote by
Ib its isotropy group in %(Fq); for each character C: %(Fq) ~
which is

Q;

trivial on I b , we set b(C) = IIbl-1 LZE.2'"(Fq) C(z-I)tzb. Let B3 be the set of
functions b( C) thus obtained. Clearly, B3 is a linearly independent set; it spans
the same subspace of .91 as B2 . Since the relation between B2 and B3 is quite
explicit, we see that problem O.4(a) is equivalent to the following problem:
(a) express the functions of B3 as explicit linear combinations of functions
in Ao.
We now see that our problem is essentially reduced to solving problem (a).
Our main result (Theorem 0.8 below) gives something close to a solution of
problem (a) (the roots of 1 in its statement remain to be described). To state
the theorem we need some further notation.

0.7. Let Al be the orthonormal basis of .91 consisting of "almost characters;'.
(This is defined for groups with connected centre in [L3]; the same definition
can be given in general, in the framework of [L7].) By definition, the transition
matrix from Al to Ao is explicitly known: it involves the entries of certain
nonabelian Fourier transforms.)
Let .91 0 be the space of all functions in .91 which are orthogonal to R~ (f)
for any proper L, defined over Fq (as in 0.4) and any virtual character j on
L(Fq )

•

By the solution of problem O.4(b), the set A2 = Al n.9l° is a basis of .91 0 ;
the functions in A2 are explicitly known as linear combinations of irreducible
characters.
We will modify the functions in A2 by a procedure similar to the one in 0.6.
It is clear that the action of %(Fq) on.91 (see 0.6) is such that t z maps each
element of Ao to a (known) multiple of itself (by Schur's lemma). One verifies
that this action is such that it permutes the elements of Al among themselves
and the elements of A2 among themselves; these permutations can be described
explicitly.
Let us again pick an element p E A2 in each %(Fq)-orbit on A2 and let us
denote by Ip its isotropy group in %(Fq); for each character C: %(Fq) ~

Q; ,
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we set PC') = IIpl-1 I:ZEY(F)
'(Z-l)tzp . Let A3 be the set of functions PC')
q
thus obtained.
Clearly, A3 is a linearly independent set; it spans the same subspace of .s;1' as
A2 and the elements of this set are explicit linear combinations of irreducible
characters.
We can now state:
Theorem 0.8. Given f E .s;1' , we have f E A3 if and only if Ilf E B3 for some
root of unity Il.
The correspondence between the labellings of the elements of these two sets
of functions can also be found explicitly.
It follows that the pattern of decomposition of the functions in B3 , as linear
combinations of irreducible characters, is the same as that of the corresponding
functions in A3 ; hence it is explicitly known, as required by problem 0.6(a).
0.9. We note that a result like Theorem 0.8 has been previously known in a
number of cases. The statement of Theorem 0.8 is part of a wider conjecture,
involving character sheaves, which is formulated in [L3 ,L5].
In [L6] it was shown that the functions of B2 which have unipotent support
and come from the adjoint group are contained in A2 (under the assumption
that G is split, and with some mild restrictions on q); this was proved independently, at about the same, by Kawanaka [Kl], for groups of type E8 and
F4 , by quite different methods. Later, Kawanaka [K2] announced that he can
prove a result which amounts to the equality B2 = A2 for groups of type E8
and F4 , using generalized Gelfand-Graev representations. After writing [L9],
I could reconstruct (what I imagine that must have been) Kawanaka's proof; I
could prove Theorem 0.8 with the same methods whenever G has rank:::; 8.
Thus Theorem 0.8 for rank:::; 8 should be attributed to Kawanaka. We will
prove it for groups of rank > 8 , when different techniques are needed.
1.

CUSPIDAL CHARACTER SHEAVES

1.1. Let G be a connected, semisimple algebraic group over k, an algebraic
closure of the finite field with p elements. We assume that p is sufficiently large,
so that the results of [L9] are applicable. We fix a prime number I different
from p.
We recall the definition of cuspidal character sheaves on G (see [L5]) in a
form convenient for our present purpose.
Let J be the set of all pairs (C, g') where C is a conjugacy class in G
and g' is an irreducible Q[-local system on C, equivariant for the conjugation
action of G on C and given up to isomorphism. For (C, g') E J , we denote
by Pc, w the irreducible perverse sheaf on G whose support is the closure C
of C and whose restriction to C is g', up to shift.
We consider J as set of vertices of an oriented graph: we have an edge from
(C, g') to (C', g") precisely when C' c C - C and some cohomology sheaf
of Pc, w restricted to C' contains g" as a direct summand.
A pair (C, g') E J is said to be cuspidal if it is an isolated vertex of the graph
above, i.e., it is not joined with any other element of J. This is equivalent to
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the condition that Pc, ~ is a character sheaf of G and also to the condition
that Pc, ~ is a cuspidal character sheaf of G.
Let Jo be the subset of J consisting of cuspidal pairs. Then (C, ,w) 1-+ Pc ,~
is a 1-1 correspondence between Jo and the set of cuspidal character sheaves
of G.
1.2. Let G* be the Langlands dual of G; this is another connected semisimple
algebraic group over k, well defined by G up to isomorphism. One of the
main results of [L5] is a parametrization of the set of character sheaves of G
in terms of G*. In particular, we have a canonical surjective map '¥ from
the set of character sheaves of G to the set of special conjugacy classes of G* .
Recall that an element g E G* or its conjugacy class is said to be special if the
unipotent part of g is a special unipotent element [L2] of the centralizer in G*
of the semisimple part of g.
(In [L5] we have associated with each character sheaf on G a local system on
a maximal torus of G and a two-sided cell in its stabilizer in the Weyl group;
this can be interpreted as a semisimple element of G* and a special unipotent
element element in its centralizer, hence as a special element of G* , well defined
up to conjugacy.)
By restricting '¥ to the set of cuspidal character sheaves, identified as above
with Jo ' we obtain a map '¥0 from Jo to the set of special conjugacy classes
in G*; let So be its image.
Note that Jo is a finite set, by [L4]; hence So is a finite set.
1.3. There is a canonical surjective map <I» from the set of special conjugacy
classes in G* to the set of unipotent classes in G; see [L3, 13.3; L9, 10.5]. This
map preserves the codimension of a class.
By restricting <I» to So we obtain a map from So to the set of unipotent
classes in G. The image of this map is denoted Uo . Thus <I» restricts to a
surjective map <1»0 : So --+ Uo .
In the remainder of this section, we assume that G is almost simple, simply
connected. In 1."4-1.12 we will describe the set So in each case; this description
can be extracted from [L5].
We shall also describe in each case the set Uo and the map <1»0 : So --+ Uo ;
this description is obtained from the definition of <1»0 •
We will specify semisimple classes by indicating the type of the centralizer
of an element in the class; this will be unambiguous in each case. We generally
denote by u an element of a class in Uo and by av = va an element of a
class in So' where a E G* is semisimple and v is unipotent in the centalizer
Z(a) of a in G*. We will specify unipotent classes in a reductive group by
specifying their type in each simple factor (unipotent classes are not sensitive to
isogeny); for exceptional factors we specify them by their Dynkin diagram while
for factors isogenous to a classical group SL n , SOn' SP2n we specify them by
giving the types of Jordan blocks they have in the standard representation of
that classical group. J t denotes a Jordan block of size t.
We will denote 0 = {O, 1, 4, 9, ... }, ~ = {O, 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, ... }.
1.4. (G

= SLn(k) , G* = PGLn(k) , n ~

2.)
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So has a single element: the image in PGLn(k) of the class of a diagonal
matrix in GLn(k) with distinct entries given by the various elements of k
whose nth power is 1. (We assume p > n.)
Uo has a single element: the regular unipotent class. The map <1>0 is the
obvious one.
1.5. w(G = G* = Eg(k).)
Both So and Uo consist of a single unipotent class, namely that of type
o 0 0 2 goo. The map <1>0 is the obvious one.
1.6. (G = E7(k)sc, G* = E 7(k)ad .)
So consists of two classes: a unipotent one (of type 0 lOb 0 I) and a nonunipotent one of form av, where Z(a) has two connected components, and

its identity component has one-dimensional centre and an adjoint group of type
E6 ; the element v of this centralizer has type 0 0 0 0 •
Uo consists of two unipotent classes. One is of type 0 lOb 0 1 (it is the
image under <1>0 of the unipotent class in So):
The other one is of type 200 00 (it is the image under <1>0 of the nonunipotent class in So).

5

5

1.7. (G = E6(k)sc, G* = E 6(kt d .)
So consists of two classes: a unipotent one (of type 0 0 0 0 ) and a nonunipotent one of form av, where Z (a) has three connected components, and

5

its identity component has a two-dimensional centre and an adjoint group of
type D 4 ; the element v of this centralizer has Jordan blocks J 1 + J 1 + J 3 + J 3 •
Uo consists of two unipotent classes. One is of type 00 00 (it is the image
under <1>0 of the unipotent class in So).
The other one is of type 20 502 (it is the image under <1>0 of the nonunipotent class in So).

5

= G* = F4(k).)
Both So and Uo consist of a single unipotent class, namely that of type
0200. The map <1>0 is the obvious one.
1.8. (G

1.9. (G = G* = G2 (k).)
Both So and Uo consist of a single unipotent class, namely the subregular

one. The map

<1>0

is the obvious one.

LlO. (G = SP2n(k), G* = S02n+1 (k), n ~ 2.)
So is in natural bijection with the set {(A, B)I ordered, A E

<>, B E 6., n =
A +2B}.
To (A, B) corresponds the class of av E S02n+1 (k) where a has centralizer
02A(k) x S04B+1 (k) (connected if and only if A = 0) and v has type
(J1+J1+J3+J3+·· ·+J2a _ 1+J2a _ l ) x(J1+J1+J3+J3+·· ·+J2b - 1+J2b _ 1+J2b +l )

where a2 = A, b 2 + b = 2B .
Uo is in natural bijection with the set {(T, R)lunordered in 6., n = T +R}.
To (T, R) corresponds the unipotent class in SP2n(k) of type
(J2 + J4 + ... J21 ) + (J2 + J4 + ... + J2r )
where

(2

+ ( = 2 T,

,2

+ , = 2R .
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The map <1>0 is given by
(A, B)

= (a 2 , (b 2+b)/2)

with a

~

0, b

~

f-+

(T, R)

= ((a+b)(a+b+ 1)/2, (a-b)(a-b-l)/2)

0.

+,

1.11. (G = Spin 2n (k), G* = PSp2n(k) , n ~ 3.)
So is in natural bijection with the disjoint union of the sets

{(A, B)lunordered in l:::., n = 2.4 + 2B}

and

{(A', B')I ordered in l:::., B'

=i 0, n =

4A'

+ B'}.

To (A, B) corresponds the class of av E PSP2n(k) where a has a centralizer (connected only if A =i B) whose identity component is isogenous to
SP4A(k) x SP4B(k) and v has type (J2 + J2 + J4 + J4 + ... + J2a + J2a ) X
2
2
(J2 + J2 + J4 + J4 + ... + J2b + J2b ) where a + a = 2A, b + b = 2B .
To (A' ,.B') corresponds the class of av E PSP 2n (k) where a has a (disconnected) centralizer with identity component doubly covered by Sp( 4A') x
GL(B') x Sp(4A') and v has type
(J2 + J2 + J4 + J4 + ... + J2a + J2a ) X (J, + J2 + J3 + ... + Jb)
x (J2 + J2 + J4 + J4 + ... + J2a + J2a )

where a 2 + a = 2A' , b2 + b = 2B' .
Uo is in natural bijection with the disjoint union of the sets
{(T, R)lunordered in

<>,

2n

+1=

T

+ R}

and

{(T' , R')lunordered, nonconsecutive elements of l:::., 2n + 1 = T' + R'}.
To (T, R) corresponds the unipotent class in Spin 2n

+, (k)

of type

+ J3 + ... + J21 _,) + (J, + J3 + ... + J2r _,)

(J,

where (2 = T , ,2 = R .
To (T', R') corresponds the unipotent class in Spin 2n
(J

PI

+, (k)

of type

+ JP2 + ... + JPm ) + (Jql + Jq2 + ... + Jqm' )

where (p" P2' ... ,Pm) and (q" q2' ... , qm') are two arithmetic progressions
with initial term 1 or 3, with ratio 4 and with sum of terms equal to T', R'
respectively.
The map <1>0 is given by
(A, B) = ((i

+ a)/2,

(A' , B') = ((i
f-+

with a

~

(b 2 + b)/2)

+ a)/2,

(T', R') = ((2a

0, b

~

0.

f-+

(b 2 + b)/2)

(T, R) = ((a

+ b + 1)(2a + b + 2)/2,

+ b + 1)2,

(a _ b)2),

(2a - b)(2a - b + 1)/2)
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1.12. (G = Spin 2n (k) , G* = PS02n(k) , n ~ 4.)
So is in natural bijection with the disjoint union of the sets

{(A, B) 1unordered in

<>,

A == B

(mod 2), n = A

+ B}

and
{(A', B')I ordered, A'

E

<>, B' E l:!. -

{O}, A' == B'

(mod 2), n = 2A' + B'}.

To (A, B) corresponds the class of (TV E PS02n (k) where (T has a centralizer (connected only for A :j:. B) with identity component isogenous to
S02A(k) x S02B(k) and V has type
(JI

+ J I + J3 + J 3 + ... + J2a - 1 + J2a - l ) X (JI + J I + J3 + J3 + ... + J2b - 1 + J2b _ l )

where a 2 = A, b 2 = B .
To (A', B') corresponds the class of (TV E PS02n (k) where (T has a (disconnected) centralizer with identity component doubly covered by SO(2A') x
GL(B') x SO(2A') and V has type
(JI

+ J I + J3 + J3 + ... + J2a - 1 + J2a - l ) X (JI + J2 + J 3 + ... + Jb)
x (JI + J I + J3 + J 3 + ... + J2a - 1 + J2a - l )

where a 2 = A', (b 2 + b)/2 = B' .
Vo is in natural bijection with the disjoint union of the sets
{(T, R)lunordered in

<>,

T == R == 0 (mod 2), 2n = T

+ R}

and
{(T' , R')lunordered, nonconsecutive elements of l:!., T' == R' == 0 (mod 2) ,

2n

=

T' +R'}.

To (T, R) corresponds the unipotent class in Spin 2n (k) of type
(JI

+ J3 + ... + J2/ _ 1 ) + (J1 + J3 + ... + J2r _ l )

where t 2 = T , ,2 = R .
To (T', R') corresponds the unipotent class in Spin 2n (k) of type
(JPI +JP2 + ... +JPm )+(Jql +Jq2 + ... +Jqm' )
where (PI' P2' ... ,Pm) and (ql' q2' ... , qm') are two arithmetic progressions
with initial term 1 or 3, with ratio 4 and with sum of terms equal to T', R'
respectively.
The map q,o is given by
(A, B) = (a 2 , b 2) f-> (T, R) = «a + b)2 , (a - b)2),
(A' , B') = «a 2 + a)/2, (b 2 + b)/2)
f->

with a

~

(T', R') = «2a + b)(2a + b + 1)/2, (2a - b)(2a - b + 1)/2)

0, b

~

0.
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1.13. The following property of Vo can be observed from 1.4-1.12. If U E G
is a unipotent element whose conjugacy class is in Vo ' then
(a) the identity component of the centralizer of U in G is solvable and
(b) U is an even unipotent element, with the single exception of the unipotent
of type 0 I 0 ~ 0 I in E 7 .
The following property of an element (JV in a conjugacy class in So can be
observed from 1.4-1.12.
(c) The centralizer of (J in G* is not contained in any Levi subgroup of
a proper parabolic subgroup of G* (although its identity component may be
contained); moreover, the conjugacy class of v in that centralizer is uniquely
determined by (J.
The following result can be proved by examining each case in 1.4-1.12.

defines a bijection So ~ Vo .
1.15. We have a natural map from Jo to the set of unipotent classes in G,
obtained by associating to a pair (C,?f) the conjugacy class of the unipotent
part of some element of C. Now the set Jo (with the map above) can be
explicitly described from the results of [L4, L5]. In particular, we see that
the image of this map coincides with Vo; thus we obtain a surjective map
IT: Jo ----> Vo'
Now the map \}Io : Jo ----> So (see 1.2) is defined, but not explicitly computed
in [L5]. The following result will describe \}Io explicitly.
Proposition 1.14.

<1>0

Proposition 1.16. \}Io: Jo ----> So is the composition o/the map IT: Jo ----> Vo with
the bijection Vo ----> So' inverse to the bijection 1.14.
(It follows that two cuspidal character sheaves Pc if ' Pc' if' are in the same
fibre of \}Io if and only if the unipotent part of any element of C is conjugate
to the unipotent part of any element of C' .)
From [L5] we can find explicitly the cardinals of the fibres of the map \}Io :
Jo ----> So (although the map itself is not explicitly computed in [L5]). From [L4,
L5] we can also find explicitly the cardinals of the fibres of the map IT : Jo ----> Vo
(this map is explicitly computable).
We find that the fibre of \}Io at x E So has the same number of elements as
the fibre of IT at <l>o(x) E Vo'
In other words
(a) the two maps IT and cI>0 \}Io from Jo to Vo have fibres of the same
cardinal at any point of Vo'
We now define a partial order on Vo as follows: if D, D' E Vo ' we say that
D ::; D' if either D = D' or dim D < dim D' . The following result is contained
in [L9, 10.7(ii)].
(b) For any j E Jo we have ITU) ::; cI>0 \}IoU).
We have the following result whose proof is left to the reader.
(c) Let /, / be two maps from a finite set XI to a finite partially ordered
set X 2 such that /(x l )::; /(x l ) for all XI E XI and U(f-I(X2 )) = U(/-I(X2 ))
for all x 2 E X 2 • Then / = / .
From (a), (b), (c) it follows formally that IT = <1>0 \}Io as maps from Jo to
Vo' This, together with 1.14, clearly implies the proposition.
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1.17. According to [L5, III 11. 5], to any character sheaf A on G corresponds a
Assume that A = Pe ,W is a cuspidal character
homomorphism eA : % --+
sheaf. Then eA can be defined as follows. Let f, f : G x C --+ C be defined
by f(g, c) = gcg- I and f(g, c) = c. Let h : C --+ G x C be defined by
h(c) = (1, c). We have fh = fh = Ide' There is a unique isomorphism of
local systems 1 : f* ~ ~ f* ~ over G x C such that the induced isomorphism
between h* f* ~ = ~ and h* j* ~ = ~ is the identity ~ --+ ~ •
Now 1 defines for any (g, c) E G xC, an isomorphism of stalks 19 ,c : ~ ~
~gCg-\ • The following identity follows easily from definitions:
(a) 19 \ g2' c = 1g\ ,g2cg2-tl g2 ' c' for any gl' g2 E G and any c E C.
In particular, if gl' g2 belong to ZG(c), the centralizer of c, then (a) shows
that gl f-+ 19\ ,c is a representation of the group of components of ZG(c) on
the stalk ~. This representation is in fact irreducible, since the local system
~ is irreducible.
It follows that, if g E % , then 19 ,c : ~c ~ ~c is multiplication by a scalar

Q; .

Q; ;
Q; .

XA(g) E
this scalar is independent of c and g f-+ XA(g) is a homomorphism % --+
This defines eA' We shall also write ee W instead of eA'
,
-*
Thus we have a map (C,~) f-+ ee w from Jo to Hom(%, Q,). Let Jo e
be the inverse image under this map of an element e. We have a partition '
(b) Jo = UeJo e'

1.18. For any z E % we denote by t z : G --+ G the map g --+ zg. If (C, ~) E
Jo , then (C', ~') := (z -I C , t;~) is again in Jo and it is easy to see that
ee', Wi = ee ,W •
Thus, (C,~) f-+ (z -I C , t;~) defines an action of % on Jo which leaves
stable each of the subsets Jo e (see 1.15(a)).
Consider now the fibre n'--\D) of the map n: Jo --+ Uo at an element D
of Uo ' For each e E::i, let n-I(D)e = n-I(D) n Jo,e'
It is clear that the % -action on Jo leaves stable each of the subsets n- I (D) ,
hence also each of the subsets n-I(D)e'
In 1.19-1.25 we give some information on the subsets n- I (D)e and the
%-action on them, which can be extracted from [L5].
1.19. (G = SLn(k), n 2: 2.) The set Jo e is nonempty precisely when X :
% --+
is injective; in that case, % ~ Z/nZ acts simply transitively on
Jo,e' Hence the set Jo has n¢(n) elements, where ¢ is Euler's function.

Q;

1.20. (G = E8(k), F4(k) or G2 (k).) The set Jo has respectively 13, 7, 4
elements.
1.21. (G = E 7 (k)sc.) If D is the unipotent class

0 I 0

60 I , then

n- 1 (D) =

e is the trivial character of % ~ Z/2Z ; this set has cardinal
2 and % acts trivially on it.
If D is the unipotent class 200 600, then n-1(D) = n-1(D)e where e is

n-\D)e where
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.z; this set has cardinal 6 and .z

acts freely (with

600,

then rr-I(D) =

1.22. (G = E 6 (k)sc.) If D is the unipotent class

00

where 0 is the trivial character of .z ~ Z /3Z ; this set has cardinal
2 and .z acts trivially on it.
If D is the unipotent class 20 602, then rr-I(D) = rr-I(D)(I U rr-I(D)(I'

rr-I (D)(I

where 0 and 0' are the two nontrivial character of .z; the two sets rr-I (D)(I'
rr-I(D)(I' have six elements each, and .z acts freely (with two orbits) on each.

1.23. (G = SP2n(k) , n 2: 2.) We have Jo = Jo (I where 0 is trivial if n is
even, and 0 is nontrivial if n is odd.
'
The action of .z ~ Z /2Z on rr-I (D) is transitive; it is free if D corresponds to (T, R) with T =1= R and is trivial if D corresponds to (T, R) with
T = R (see 1.10).
1.24. (G = Spin 2n + 1 (k), n 2: 3.) If D corresponds to (T, R) with T >
0, R > 0, then rr-I (D) = rr-I (D) (I where 0 is the trivial character of .z ~
Z/2Z; this set has exactly one element and .z acts trivially on it.
If D corresponds to (T, R) with T = 0 or R = 0, then rr-I(D) = rr-I(D)(I
where 0 is the nontrivial character of .z and .z acts simply transitively on
rr-I(D).

If D corresponds to (T', R'), then rr-I(D) = rr-I(D)(I U rr-I(D)(I' where
0,0' are the two characters of .z; the two sets rr-I(D)(I' rr-I(D)(I' have two
elements each, and .z acts simply transitively on both.

1.25. (G = Spin 2n (k) , n 2: 4.) Let f be the nontrivial element in the kernel
of the natural homomorphism G -+ S 02n (k) (for n > 4) .
If D corresponds to (T, R) with T = R, then rr-I(D) = rr-I(D)(I where
o is the trivial character of .z; this set has one element and .z acts trivially
on it.
If D corresponds to (T, R) with T =1= Rand T > 0, R > 0 , then n is even,
n > 4 and rr-I(D) = rr-I(D)(I where 0 is determined by the condition that
o(f) = 1 and by the condition that 0 is trivial precisely when n is divisible by
4; the set rr-\D) has cardinal 2 and the action of .z on it is transitive, with
f acting trivially.
If D corresponds to (T, R) with T = 0 or R = 0 and n == 2 (mod 4)
then n > 4 and rr-I(D) = rr-I(D)(I where 0 is the nontrivial character of .z
which takes the value 1 on f; the action of .z on rr-I(D) is simply transitive.
If D corresponds to (T, R) with T = 0 or R = 0 and n == 0 (mod 4) then
n > 4 and rr-I(D) = rr-I(D)(I U rr-I(D)(I' U rr-I(D)(l1I where 0 is the trivial
character of .z and 0', 0" are the two characters of .z which are nontrivial
on f; the three sets rr-I(D)(I' rr-I(D)(I" rr-I(D)(l1I have four elements each
and .z acts simply transitively on each.
If D corresponds to (T', R') with T' = R' , then n is even, n > 4 and
rr-I (D) = rr-I (D) (I' U rr-I (D) (I" where 0', 0" are the two characters of .z
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which are nontrivial on € ; the two sets n- 1 (D)O' , n- 1(D)o" have two elements
each, and % acts transitively on both in such a way that the kernel of 0' acts
trivially on n- 1(D)O' and the kernel of 0' acts trivially on n- 1 (D)o" .
If D corresponds to (T', R') with T' t- R' , then n > 4 and n- 1 (D) =
n-1(D)O' u n-1(D)o" where 0', Oil are the two characters of % which are
nontrivial on €; the two sets n-1(D)O" n-1(D)o" have four elements each,
and :z acts simply transitively on both.
1.26. From 1.19-1.25 we see that in every case, the isotropy group of the %action on n-1(D)o (assumed to be nonempty) is contained in the kernel of
o : :z ---- Q[. Moreover, if G is a classical group, % acts transitively on
n- 1 (D)o ' if that set is nonempty.
2. Fq-RATIONAL

STRUCTURES

2.1. From now on, we assume that G is simply connected, almost simple. Let
Fq be the finite subfield of k with q elements. We assume that we are given
an Fq -rational structure on G with Frobenius map F : G ---- G. Then G*
inherits from G an Fq -rational structure with Frobenius map F : G* ---- G* .
We denote by GF the fixed point set of F : G ---- G.
Recall that the subset B2 of .s;r! has been defined in 0.4; it is naturally in 1-1
correspondence with the set
of fixed points of the Frobenius map, which
acts naturally on Jo .

J:

Proposition 2.2. The subset B2 is a basis of .s;r!0 (see 0.7).

.w;

(resp. ~) be the subspace of.s;r! spanned by Bl - B2 (resp. B2)·
Let
(See 0.3, 0.4.) Let .s;r! 1 be the subspace of.s;r! spanned by all R~ (f) (see 0.4)
for various proper L defined over Fq and various class functions f of L(Fq);
then .s;r! consists of the class functions orthogonal to .s;r! 1 •
From the results of [L5] we have that ~ consists of all class functions
From [L8, 9.5] we have that
c.s;r! 1 • Taking orthogonals,
orthogonal to
we deduce .s;r!0 c ~ .
Next we note that, by [L8, 9.5] and the transitivity of twisted induction, .s;r! 1
is spanned by functions of form R~ (f) with L proper and f: L(Fq) ---- Q[ in
B2 (relative to L); such R~(f) is orthogonal to any function in ~, by [L8,
9.2] and the orthogonality relations for characteristic functions of characted
sheaves [L5]. Thus, .s;r! 1 is orthogonal to ~, hence ~ c .s;r!0. Thus we have
.s;r!0 = ~. (Compare [L8, 1.14(b)].) Since B2 is a basis of ~,the proposition
follows.

°

.w; .

.w;

2.3. We have a canonical surjective map e' from Ao (see 0.1) to the set of
special conjugacy classes in G* which are defined over Fq (see [L3, L7]). If
P E A2 (see 0.7) then, by definition, P is a linear combination of irreducible
characters b in a fixed fibre of e'; hence we may define 8(P) to be e'(b)
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for any b as above. We thus have a surjective map 9 from A2 to the set of
special conjugacy classes in G* which are defined over Fq • From the explicit
knowledge of A2 we see that 8(A2) c So where So is as in 1.2. Composition
with the bijection <1>0: So ---- Uo (see (see 1.3, 1.14) gives a map <1>08 : A2 ---- Uo .
For any D E Uo , we denote by .9f°(D) the subspace of .9f 0 spanned by
A 2 (D) = {P E A2I<1>09(P) = D}; we denote by .9f°[D] the subspace of .9f 0
spanned by the set B 2 (D) consisting of all bE B2 such that the corresponding
element (C, g') E Jo satisfies ll(C, g') = D (see 1.15).
Proposition 2.4. For any DE Uo ' we have .9f°(D) = .9f°[D].
The number of elements in the two sets A 2 (D) and B 2 (D) is explicitly computable (for B 2 (D) this is essentially contained in 1.19-1.25); this number is
the same in both cases. Hence dim.9f°(D) = dim.9f°[D] .
From the results on unipotent support of irreducible representations given
in [L9, 11.2], any P E A 2 (D) can have nonzero values only at elements with
unipotent part contained in a unipotent class D, of G such that D, = D
or dimD, < dimD. Since P is contained in the space spanned by B2 (see
2.2), it must be contained in the subspace L.9f°[D,] where D, runs over the
elements of Uo which are :::; D for the partial order in the proof of 1.16. Thus,
for any DE Uo ' we have .9f°(D) C LD1<D.9f°[Dd; hence LD <D.9f°(D,) C
1LD <D.9f°[Dd· The last inclusion is between spaces of equal dimension (as
1-

remarked earlier); hence the inclusion must be an equality LD <D.9f°(D,) =
1-

LD <D.9f°[Dd· Since in both sums the summands are orthogonal to each other,
1-

the last equality implies by induction on dimD that .9f°(D)
proposition is proved. (Compare with the proof of 1.16.)
3.

THE %F

x

= .9f°[D].

The

%F-ACTION

3.1. For any z' E %F we define a group automorphism as follows: we represent
z' by Z E % and we write Z = c;-' F(c;) with c; E G; we set yz,(g) = c;gc;-' .
(This is independent of the choices.) We define a Qrlinear map r z ' :.9f ---- .9f
by (rz,f)(g) = f(Yz,(g)) for all f E.9f and g E GF •
It is clear that (z, z') 1--+ tzrz' :.9f ----.9f is a linear representation of the
F
finite group % x %F on the Qrvector space .9f .

J{ and let 1C and Xc, ~, E.9f be as in 0.2.
For any z' E %, we have rz'XC,~,1[ = (}c,~(z)Xc,~,1[ where z is any
representative of z' in %.

Lemma 3.2. Let (C, g') E

1[

r

We consider the isomorphism I: (* g' ~ g' of local systems over G x C
(see 1.17).
We define an isomorphism I' : (* g' ~ f* g' of local systems over G x C as
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the composition of isomorphisms
I*~ ~ I*F*~ ~ F*I*~ ~ F*f*~ ~ f*F*~ ~ J~

(the first one is obtained by applying /* to 7C; the second and fourth are
the obvious ones; the third is obtained by applying F* to I; the fifth one is
obtained by applying f* to 7C -I) .
It is clear that z' satisfies the defining property of I (see 1.17); hence, by
uniqueness, it coincides with I.
This implies, by passing to stalks that, for any (g, c) E G xC,
(a) the isomorphism 19 ,c : ~c ~ ~gcg - I (see 1.17) is equal to the composition
of isomorphisms
~ ~ ~FC ~ ~F(gCg-l) ~ ~gCg-1

(the first one is 7Cc (see 0.3(a»; the second one is 'Fg,Fc; the third
-I
)
7C gcg-I
.
We apply (a) to c E C F and to g E G such that g-I F(g) = zi
ZI C = CZ I ; note that, by 1.17(a), we have 'Fg,Fc = IgZI'C = Ig,C'zl,c.
from (a) we see that
(b) 7C gcg -1 = 19 ,c1z l ,c 7C cl;,lc·
Taking traces we deduce that
(c) tr (7C gCg -l, ~Cg-I) = tr (lzl'c7Cc'~).
Assume now that zi = z where z E.z represents z' Then from
deduce
. -I

rz'Xc,g',¢(c) = 0C,g'(z)

one is
where
Hence

(c) we

XC,g',n(c)

for any C E C F . The same equality holds trivially for
of it are zero). The lemma is proved.

CE

GF - C F (both sides

3.3. Let .zF be the fixed point set of F : .z -+ .z. It follows immediately
from the definitions that, for any Z E .zF , the automorphism t z : .s;1' -+ .s;1'
(see 0.6) maps any element of bE B2 to some element b' E B2 times a root of
1. Moreover, it is clear that, if b E B 2 (D) ,then b' E B 2 (D) .
We have the following result.

'0

Lemma 3.4. Let bE B2 and Z E.zF be such that tzb is a multiple of b (see
3.3). Let (C,~) be the element of
corresponding to b. Let G the quotient
of G by the subgroup of .z generated by Z and let pr: G -+ G be the natural
map.
(a) There exists a cuspidal pair (C, ~) for G such that F(C) = C, ~ ~
**F ~, pr - 1
(C)
= C and pr (~) ~ ~ .
(b) We have tzb = b.
(a) can be extracted from the results of [L5]; (b) follows clearly from (a).
3.5. From 3.3 and 3.4(a) it follows that, by changing if necessary the normalization of the elements of B2 , we may assume that t z (B 2 (D» = B 2 (D) for any
Z E:zF and D E Uo .
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3.6. The action of t z ' rz ' on Ao is explicitly known; from this we see that this
action has the following properties.
(a) We have t z {A 2 {D)) = A 2 {D) for any z E:zF and D E Uo .
(b) For any p E A 2{D) and any z' E %F' we have rz ' p = f.lp for some f.l,
a root of 1.
3.7. We can now define B3 and A3 as in 0.6, 0.7. Let B3{D) = B3 n .w-°{D)
and A3{D) = A3 n .w-°{D). It is clear that B3{D) , A3{D) are two bases of
.w-°{D) .
From the definitions and from 3.5, 3.6, we see that, for any D E Uo '
(a) each element of B3{D) and each element of A3{D) is an eigenvector for
the action (z, z') 1-+ tzrz' of %F x:ZF on .w-°{D).
3.8. We now prove Theorem 0.8 assuming that G has rank ~ 9. Then, from
1.19, 1.23-1.25, it follows easily that all eigenspaces for the %F x %F-action
on .w-°{D) are one dimensional, except in the following case:
(a) G = Spin 2n {k) (nonsplit over Fq), n even and D corresponds as in
1.12 to (T, R) with T =I- R, T > 0, R > 0 .
Assume first that we are not in case (a). Using 3.7{a) we deduce that the
elements of B3{D) are the same up to nonzero scalar factors as the elements of
A3{D) .
Let bE B3{D) and p E A3{D) be corresponding elements (i.e., elements in
the same eigenspace). Then b = f.lp where f.l E
If G ~ SLn{k) , we may assume that n divides q - ~, where ~ = 1 if G is
split over Fq and ~ = -1 if G is nonsplit over Fq (otherwise,
is empty
and there is nothing to prove). Then p is a linear combination of n distinct
irreducible characters with coefficients nth roots of 1. On the other hand, by a
variant of [L9, 7.6], b can be normalized so that it is a linear combination of
irreducible characters with coefficients in the group generated by the roots of 1.
It follows that f.l must belong to this last group. Since the self inner product
of b is n and the self inner product of P is n it follows that f.lli = 1 where
- : Q[ - t Q[ is a field involution which takes each root of 1 to its inverse. It
follows that f.l is a root of 1, as required.
If G is not SLn{k) , then P is a linear combination of 2s distinct irreducible
characters with coefficients of the form rt OJ where OJ 4 = 1 and t is an integer

Q; .

Jt

~O.

On the other hand, by a variant of [L9, 7.6], b can be can be normalized
so that ibis a linear combination of irreducible characters with coefficients
in the group generated by the 4th roots of 1. It follows that f.l must belong to
this last group. Since the self inner product of b is 2s - 2t and the self inner
product of P is 2s - 2t it follows that f.lli = 1 and hence f.l4 = 1.
Assume next that we are in case (a). Then dim.w-°{D) = 2. Let b, b' be
the two elements of B 2 {D) = B3{D) and let p, P' be the two elements of
A 2 {D) = A 3{D). Let P be the set of all f E .w-°(D) which are integral linear
combinations of irreducible characters.
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We note that each of p, p' is a linear combinations of 221 distinct irreducible characters with coefficients of the form ±TI and t is an integer ~ 1 .
Hence i p and i p' belong to P and have self inner product 221 • One verifies
that, conversely, any element of P with self inner product 221 is either ±p or
±p' . By a variant of [L9, 7.6], b, b' can be normalized so that i band i b'
are integral linear combinations of irreducible characters. Thus, they belong to
P. It is clear that i band i b' have self inner product 221. It follows that
•
we can arrange notatIOn
so that 21 p = ±2 Ib and 21 pI = ±2Ib ' ; hence P = ± b
and p' = ±b' .
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